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BALANCE FOR EPOXY AND OTHER LIOQUITS

The most mistakes which are made with Epoxy is an incorrect mixing ratio.
In contrast to other materials the material we call Epoxy is formed when component A, lets call it 
hardener and B, lets call it Epoxy, are mixed together. When this two components come together 
new macromolucles are formed which is the Epoxy. Now, when from one component is to much in 
the mixture, the material can not cure, because one is left over. Result, the Epoxy get not „hard“. 
This is a simple explanation only, but this is general how it works.
A mixing ratio tolerance between 1 and 2 % gives the best result.
The mixing ratio differs from producer to producer. So be as accurate as you can. 
You can use a scale to measure the components. Easy with a mixing ratio of 1 to 2 for example. It 
will get more difficult, special when you are in a hurry, to calculate and weight.
Here a simple solution. As long as I work with Epoxy I use this simple BALANCE. That thing can 
be made in minutes, anyway faster as I descripe it right now.
The example shown is for a mixing ratio of 1 to two. 
It can be made for any mixing ratio.

Example ratio:  1 part hardener to  2,43 parts Epoxy

See drawing Epoxy side to center line 75mm multiplied by 2,23 = 180mm
So the distance to the center line for the hardener vessel would be 180mm

How to use it:
First you have to set the balance to neutral.
Place at each side a cup. The balance will tip of course to the more heavy side, also to the right.
Use a nut or what ever and set the balance to neutral by moving the nut to a point that the balence is
in equilibrium. Fasten with tape. This sounds difficult but is not. 
Hold the balance horicontal and you feel the way the balance will tip. Say it will to the right, you 
have to much hardener,
add some Epoxy into the „Epoxy“ cup till you feel that the balance is in equlibrium and you have a 
perfect amount of hardener and Epoxy. 
Epoxy has some tolerance. But for instance DD paint not. The ratio must be precise 1 : 2. I had 
never a problem with not proper cured DD paint.
The best thing of the balance is you can never make a mixing mistake again and it works quick.
By the way, in the time I was writing this I would have build one.
Have fun

Bernd Kohler






